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Antideuteron Yield at the AGS and Coalescence Implications
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We present Experiment 864’s measurement of invariant antideuteron yields in 11.5A GeV�c
Au 1 Pt collisions. The analysis includes 250 3 106 triggers representing 14 3 109 10% central
interactions sampled for events with high mass candidates. We find �1�2ppt�d2N�dydpt �
3.5 6 1.5�stat�10.9

20.5�syst� 3 1028 GeV22 c2 for 1.8 , y , 2.2, � pt� � 0.35 GeV�c ( yc.m. � 1.6) and
3.7 6 2.7�stat�11.4

21.5�syst� 3 1028 GeV22 c2 for 1.4 , y , 1.8, � pt� � 0.26 GeV�c, and a coalescence
parameter B2 of 4.1 6 2.9�stat�12.3

22.4�syst� 3 1023 GeV2 c23. Implications for coalescence and antimatter
annihilation are discussed.

PACS numbers: 25.75.Dw, 25.75.Gz
I. Introduction.—The production of antinucleons and
antinuclei in heavy ion collisions is of significant inter-
est for several reasons [1–3]. Because the initial colliding
system contains no antibaryons, their yields and spectra are
determined solely by collision dynamics. At AGS ener-
gies (

p
s � 4.8A GeV), nucleon-antinucleon pair produc-

tion is above threshold in individual nucleon 1 nucleon
collisions, but direct deuteron-antideuteron pair produc-
tion is not. However, a small fraction of the colliding
nucleon pairs which have high relative Fermi momenta
may exceed the threshold for d-d pair production. We
have estimated this contributes at a level at least 2 orders
of magnitude below the measured yield from our experi-
ment. Antideuterons are therefore predominantly formed
in secondary interactions between directly produced anti-
nucleons from the collision. Their production is then
highly dependent on the total abundances and spatial dis-
tribution of the antinucleons.

Simple coalescence and thermal models [4–6] indicate
that differences in the measurement of the coalescence pa-
rameter between nuclei (BA) and their antinuclei counter-
parts (BA) are due to differences in the source volumes,
where
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We have used an assumption in Eq. (2) that n and p abun-
dances in the region of the measurement are similar, which
is only approximately true [7]. Antineutron yields remain
unmeasured.

The small binding energy of (anti)deuterons requires
that they be formed near the hypersurface of the fireball
where their mean free path is sufficiently large so that they
suffer no further collisions. The additional annihilation
© 2000 The American Physical Society 2685
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cross section for antinucleons implies that densities must
be even lower for d’s than d’s to have sufficient mean free
paths for survival [8], possibly resulting in a more shell-
like spatial formation zone for d ’s [9]. This has fueled
predictions that B2 will be notably smaller than B2 [8–10].

However, other thermal model calculations suggest B2
and B2 may be very similar. Microscopic models demon-
strate that nucleons may undergo 20–30 collisions before
their final interactions in heavy ion collisions at AGS and
SPS energies [11,12]. The more collisions the constituents
undergo, the further towards thermal and chemical equi-
librium the system is driven. If equilibrium is complete,
and all particles freeze out along the same hypersurface, no
difference would be expected between B2 and B2 [13]. An
analysis of equilibrium conditions in the collisions studied
by E864 is presented elsewhere [14].

A sample of two d ’s was previously measured in the
AGS Experiment 858 in minimum bias Si 1 Au collisions
at 14.6 GeV�c per nucleon, indicating that in such a sys-
tem B2 is below or at the level of B2 [15]. However, this
measurement involves a smaller system size where anti-
matter annihilation may not be as prominent as in cen-
tral Au 1 Pt collisions. Antiproton yields are significantly
suppressed from first collision scaling in the larger collid-
ing systems compared to peripheral collisions or Si 1 Au
collisions [16]. Some transport models [3] indicate that
over 90% of the originally produced p ’s are annihilated,
while other calculations include a screening of the annihi-
lation in this dense environment thus reducing the losses
[17]. These large collisions, consequently, provide a good
place to see the effects of annihilation on d production.
Interestingly, there may be additional processes in these
collisions whose contributions to antimatter coalescence
rates are not completely understood, such as findings that
a significant portion of the antibaryon number is carried
away in the form of strange antibaryons [18].

II. Experiment.—In order to search for rare products
from heavy ion collisions at the AGS, Experiment 864
was designed as an open geometry, high rate spectrome-
ter [19]. It features a multiplicity detector for triggering
on central collisions [20], and a level 2 trigger capable of
selecting events in which high mass objects traverse the
spectrometer, using a hadronic calorimeter to provide fast
energy and time measurements [21,22]. The calorimeter
energy measurement encompasses the kinetic energy for
normal hadronic matter, with an additional annihilation
energy of approximately twice the particle mass for anti-
matter. Tracking of charged particles is performed primar-
ily with three scintillating hodoscope time-of-flight (TOF)
walls interspersed with two straw tube tracking stations for
improved track spatial resolution. The tracking system is
used to determine velocities and rigidities of charged par-
ticles accurately, providing mass resolutions typically bet-
ter than 5% [19].

The spectrometer magnets can be set to different field
strengths and polarities which optimize acceptance for par-
2686
ticles of interest. During the 1996–1997 run of the ex-
periment, over 250 3 106 triggers were taken with both
magnets set to 20.75 T. This setting allows reasonable
acceptance for d ’s while most positively charged particles
and lighter negatively charged particles are swept out of
the acceptance. Figure 1 shows the d geometric accep-
tance for this field setting.

III. Analysis.—Figure 2a shows the mass spectrum of
charge 21 particles from the data set in the region near the
d mass (1.8 , y , 2.2) for tracks which have passed ba-
sic quality cuts. Simulations have been performed to study
the background evident in the data, which is understood
to have two predominant sources. In the rapidity range
shown in Fig. 2a, the background is dominated by neu-
trons passing through the spectrometer magnets before un-
dergoing charge-exchange reactions (n 1 X ! p 1 X 0),
resulting in stiff tracks which are calculated with incorrect
masses and charge signs. However, the energy measured
by E864’s hadronic calorimeter should be consistent with
the kinetic energy of a p traveling at the speed calculated
from the hodoscope TOF measurements [22]. This energy
measurement can then be used to cut away background
whose calorimeter response is reasonably consistent with
that of a p. Such a cut is used in the mass spectrum shown
in Fig. 2b, revealing a clear peak at the d mass. The cho-
sen cut requires that the calorimeter response is greater
than 4s above the expected response for a p in order to
remove as much background as possible without destroy-
ing the d signal (the cut is 95% efficient for d ’s, aided
by the significant energy contributions from annihilation
in the calorimeter). While a 4s cut would normally be ex-
pected to remove nearly 100% of the scattered p’s, the effi-
ciency is reduced in this case because of the bias from the
level 2 trigger in selecting candidates whose calorimeter
responses are large. Because this cut is independent of the
background’s calculated mass, the shape of the background

FIG. 1. Fractional geometric acceptance for antideuterons
(31000) at the 20.75 T field setting for E864 ( yc.m. � 1.6).
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FIG. 2. Mass spectrum of charge Z � 21 particles (1.8 ,
y , 2.2) before (a) and after (b) a cut is placed on the energy
deposited in the calorimeter to reduce background.

is unaffected. A fit to the shape is made before the cut and
used in fitting for signal plus background after the cut.
The resulting d yield is 17.6 6 7.5 counts, where the sta-
tistical error includes contributions from a background of
34.1 6 5.8�Poisson stat� 6 2.3�normalization�.

Similarly, in the rapidity range between 1.4 and 1.8 the
background is understood to be dominated by p ’s which
have scattered by small angles near the spectrometer mag-
nets. Again, the calorimeter can be used to reject p ’s in the
mass spectrum, although the additional energy deposited
from annihilation in the calorimeter leads to a smaller sepa-
ration from d’s for p ’s than p’s. A 4s cut would severely
impinge upon the d signal, so a less stringent 2s cut is
chosen with the resulting efficiency for d ’s at 86%. A
d signal is found with 4.6 6 3.3 counts, where the sta-
tistical error includes contributions from a background of
5.4 6 2.3�Poisson stat� 6 0.7�normalization�.

In order to calculate invariant yields, the transverse mo-
mentum distribution of the measured d ’s must also be un-
derstood as well as possible. Because it is not known which
candidates under the mass peak are the true d ’s, the pt dis-
tribution is calculated for random selections of the candi-
dates. For each selection, the acceptance-corrected count
is determined by acceptance correcting every candidate at
its measured y and pt . Millions of random selections are
made and a distribution of acceptance-corrected counts is
found with a most probable value and widths which in-
dicate the systematic errors of the method. Between the
rapidities of 1.8 and 2.2, the candidates have an accep-
tance-weighted � pt� of 0.35 GeV�c, and have an upper
limit of pt � 1 GeV�c. Correcting for all efficiencies re-
sults in a d invariant yield of 3.5 6 1.5�stat�10.9
20.5�syst� 3

1028 GeV22 c2.
In the rapidity range between 1.4 and 1.8, the candi-

dates have an acceptance-weighted � pt� of 0.26 GeV�c,
and have an upper limit of pt � 0.5 GeV�c. All possible
selections of the candidates are tried, determining a yield
of 3.7 6 2.7�stat�11.4

21.5�syst� 3 1028 GeV22 c2.
E864 has also measured p yields in 10% central Au 1

Pb collisions at 11.5 GeV�c per nucleon [18]. These
yields are shown along with the new d measurements in
Fig. 3 reflected about midrapidity. The new d yields are in
agreement with upper limits previously published by E864
taken from a smaller data sample [18].

The measured p and d yields allow us to calculate the
coalescence factor B2 using Eq. (3). The E864 p measure-
ment must be corrected for contributions from antihyperon
decays as these do not participate in the coalescence pro-
cess. Here, we will use the most probable value for Y�p �
3.5, and use the 98% confidence limit of Y�p . 2.3 to
define the systematic error of the correction [18]. This
is a significant correction made from an indirect mea-
surement of Y�p which attributes the entire difference
in p yields between two experiments to their acceptance
for antihyperon decay contributions, introducing sizable
uncertainties into our calculation of B2. Additionally,
as coalescence is a process affecting comoving nucle-
ons, yields must be taken at the same �pt��A. In the
midrapidity bin (1.4 , y , 1.8), this means using the
p yield at pt � 0.13 GeV�c, for which E864’s p mea-
surements are valid. The final value of B2 comes out
as 4.1 6 2.9�stat�12.3

22.4�syst� 3 1023 GeV2 c23, where the
systematic error includes contributions from the d accep-
tance correction and the antihyperon-feed down correction
to the p ’s.

FIG. 3. Antimatter invariant yields measured by E864 in 10%
central heavy ion collisions (statistical errors only).
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FIG. 4. Coalescence parameters for deuterons and anti-
deuterons at the AGS and SPS [23–25]. Systematic errors of
the E864 B2 measurement are shown as horizontal bars.

E864 has also measured B2 in the range 0.1 , pt�A ,

0.2 GeV�c as 1.06 6 0.15 3 1023 GeV2 c23 [23]. While
E864’s B2 measurement is above its B2 measurement, the
two are within statistical and systematic errors of each
other. These values are shown in Fig. 4 along with those
from other experiments studying collisions with very
large numbers of participant nucleons (�400). Along
with the SPS results, the evidence at this point suggests
that there may be no difference between coalescence of
matter and antimatter in central heavy ion collisions. This
may be an indication that the freeze-out hypersurface for
antideuterons is not substantially modified by antimatter
annihilation from that of deuterons, and is consistent with
predictions based on a thermalized source [13]. Predic-
tions of B2 supression from B2 [8–10] are dependent on
such modifications and diminish in this scenario.

IV. Summary and Acknowledgements.—E864 has mea-
sured an antideuteron signal in central heavy ion collisions
at the AGS, where coalescence is likely to be the dominant
method for production. The measured invariant yields are
3.5 6 1.5�stat�10.9

20.5�syst� 3 1028 GeV22 c2 (1.8 , y ,

2.2, � pt� � 0.35 GeV�c) and 3.7 6 2.7�stat�11.4
21.5�syst� 3

1028 GeV22 c2 (1.4 , y , 1.8, � pt� � 0.26 GeV�c).
The measured coalescence parameters from E864 for
matter (B2 � 1.06 6 0.15 3 1023 GeV2 c23) and anti-
matter [B2 � 4.1 6 2.9�stat�12.3

22.4�syst� 3 1023 GeV2 c23]
at midrapidity are within statistical and systematic errors
of each other.
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